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Abstract
We study the large source asymptotics of the generating functional in quantum
field theory using the holographic renormalization group, and draw comparisons with
the asymptotics of the Hopf characteristic function in fractal geometry. Based on the
asymptotic behavior, we find a correspondence relating the Weyl anomaly and the
fractal dimension of the Euclidean path integral measure. We are led to propose an
equivalence between the logarithmic ultraviolet divergence of the Shannon entropy of
this measure and the integrated Weyl anomaly, reminiscent of a known relation between
logarithmic divergences of entanglement entropy and a central charge. It follows that
the information dimension associated with the Euclidean path integral measure satisfies
a c-theorem.
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1 Introduction
The large source asymptotics of the generating function in quantum field theory is rarely
considered, having no bearing on correlation functions which are defined by the dependence
on sources J in the neighborhood of zero. The thesis of this article is that the large source
behavior is of great interest, relating to geometric properties of the Euclidean path integral
measure in conformal field theories coupled to gravity. In some instances these properties are
fractal-like. The large J behavior of the Hopf characteristic function of fractals and chaotic
invariant sets has been considered in [1–5]. In the context of the Hopf characteristic function
too, only the small J expansion of the Hopf function is typically of interest, since it contains
the moments of the fractal measure. Aspects of the large J behavior can be determined
explicitly for simple fractals and used to compute the fractal dimension and a Lipschitz-
Ho¨lder exponent [4, 5]. With the help of AdS/CFT, or “holographic”, duality [6–8], we will
show that there is a correspondence between the Weyl anomaly [9–13] and both the fractal
dimension and a Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent of the path integral measure. The exponent in
the large J asymptotics which is related to fractal dimension can also be computed explicitly
in two dimensional conformal field theory.
While the large J asymptotics of an interacting quantum field theory is generally difficult
to compute, statements regarding asymptotics can be made using holographic renormaliza-
tion and the holographic realization of the Weyl anomaly [14–21]. Consider an operator Γ
which is a scalar gauge invariant composite of fundamental fields Bi(x) in a Euclidean confor-
mal field theory for which a holographic dual description exists. The generating functional
for correlations of Γ is given by the path integral
Z[J ] =
∫ ∏
i
DBie−S[B]−
∫
ddx
√
gJ (x)Γ(x). (1.1)
To address questions of asymptotics, we shall study the behavior of
Z(J) ≡ Z[Jζ(x)] (1.2)
as the x-independent-source J becomes large, keeping the arbitrary function ζ(x) fixed. The
function Z(J) is the generating function for the correlations of the operator
O ≡
∫
ddx
√
gζ(x)Γ(x). (1.3)
Formally, there is a measure over O given by
dµ(O) = dOρ(O) = dO
∫ ∏
i
DBie−S[B]δ
(
O −
∫
ddx
√
gζ(x)Γ(x)
)
, (1.4)
with respect to which Z(J) is the two sided Laplace transform,
Z(J) =
∫
dOρ(O)e−JO . (1.5)
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In fact, the density ρ(O) is generally ill-defined without introducing a short distance cutoff
, upon which the path integral over fundamental fields depends in a manner described by
the renormalization group. In the absence of a smooth  → 0 limit of ρ, there is still a
well-behaved limit of Z(J) provided that Γ is a relevant or marginal operator. The large
J asymptotics of Z(J) will be shown to relate to geometric properties of the the limiting
measure which are well known in the context of fractals. The embedding space in which the
measure dµ(O) is defined is one dimensional, as O takes values in one dimensional space.
However the dimension of the measure, known as a fractal dimension, may be non-integer
and less than 1.
To elucidate the connection between large J asymptotics and the geometry of the mea-
sure, we first describe this relation in the context of fractal geometry. Consider a fractal set
embedded in a D dimensional space parameterized by x, but having a non-integer fractal
dimension Df < D. Such sets do not admit a measure dµ(x) expressible in terms of a finite
density function, dµ(x) 6= dDx ρ(x). However, as in quantum field theory, one can define
a density ρ(x) in the presence of a cutoff . This cutoff parameterizes a course graining
of the embedding space {x}. In quantum field theory the cutoff  corresponds to a course
graining of space-time but not, in any obvious way, a course graining of the embedding space
of quantum fields {O}. A relation between the two will be later be argued to exist. For
fractals, the Fourier transform
Ψ(J) ≡
∫
dDx ρ(x)e
−iJ·x , (1.6)
converges to the Hopf characteristic function Ψ(J) as → 0. Yet, the limiting function Ψ(J),
while smooth, is not square integrable and the inverse Fourier transform does not converge.
The → 0 limit of ρ does not exist.
The absence of a finite density function ρ(x) is related to the existence of a fractal
dimension with Df < D. For simplicity, consider a fractal in an embedding space with
dimension D = 1. At non-zero cutoff,∫
dJ
∣∣Ψ(J)2∣∣ = ∫ dxρ2 ∼ −ν (1.7)
for some positive ν [22]. The parameter ν measures the divergence of the density function
ρ, akin to dissipation, along a flow parameterized by . As  decreases, ρ increases on
a shrinking domain of support. This contraction of the “phase space” is responsible for
the fractal dimension having a value less than the dimension of the embedding space. The
quantity α ≡ 1 − ν is the Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent of a function known as the “Devil’s
staircase” [22], discussed in more detail in section 2.
Although Ψ(J) does not fall off fast enough at large J to be square integrable, there
exists a minimum real positive number γ, such that∫ ∞
−∞
dJ
∣∣Ψ(J)2J−γ∣∣ (1.8)
converges. The quantity 1 − γ is bounded above by the Haussdorf dimension [3], and can
itself be taken as a definition of fractal dimension [4, 5].
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Explicit examples of the exponents ν and γ will be given for the middle third Cantor
set in section 2. In section 3 we will show that, if a holographic description of a fractal
exists, there is a map relating the fractal dimension to a quantity akin to the Weyl anomaly.
In section 4, we argue that exponents analogous to ν and γ can be defined by the large
source asymptotics of the generating function in Euclidean conformal field theories having
a holographically dual AdS gravity description. The argument is dependent on assumptions
of analyticity in J , as one is forced to consider the generating function at arbitrarily large
complex values of J and the corresponding dual field in AdS. Ordinarily, applications of
AdS/CFT duality only involve a neighborhood of J = 0.
Unlike the exponent ν, γ can be computed easily in two dimensional conformal field
theory when the source is the background metric, as shown in section 5. This confirms the
result derived from AdS/CFT arguments. Although the two dimensional CFT computation
is very simple, the intimate relation between large J asymptotics, the renormalization group
and fractal properties is not manifest as it is in the approach based on AdS/CFT duality.
In the context of conformal field theory, the interpretation of the exponent ν defined by
equation (1.7) differs from the standard case for fractals since the short distance cutoff 
represents a course graining of space-time rather than the embedding space of a field. We
will argue that a mapping between the short distance cutoff  and a course graining of the
embedding space δ exists, having the form δ() ∼ −dO where dO is the scaling dimension
of the field O in (1.3) under Weyl transformations. Assuming such a map, and writing
−ν = δ−ν
′
, we shall find that holographic duality implies ν ′ = γ, saturating a bound ν ′ ≤ γ
characteristic of fractals. Note that the exponent γ, defined by requiring convergence of
(1.8), is not effected by whether one chooses to look at divergences in terms of  or δ.
Results on the fractal dimension described here are similar to known results for entan-
glement entropy, for reasons discussed in section 6. In even space-time dimensions, or odd
space-time dimensions with a boundary, the coefficient of the ln() divergent term in entan-
glement entropy is proportional to a central charge [23–34]. In two space-time dimensions,
the central charges satisfies the “c-theorem” [35], decreasing monotonically under renormal-
ization group flow and providing a measure of the number of degrees of freedom. General-
izations of this theorem to arbitrary dimensions are based on entanglement entropy [37–45].
One definition of fractal dimension, known as the information dimension, is the coefficient
of the ln(δ) divergence in the Shannon entropy. Assuming that the information dimension
of the path integral measure over O is the same as the fractal dimension determined from
the exponent γ, one concludes that the ln(δ) divergence of the Shannon entropy is propor-
tional to the integrated Weyl anomaly. One then obtains a version of the c-theorem under
which the information dimension behaves monotonically under renormalization group flow.
In a somewhat different context, a connection between entanglement entropy and a fractal
dimension has been noted previously in [36]. In that work, the log divergent term of the
entanglement entropy on a fractal entangling sub-region was argued to be related to the
fractal dimension and the walk dimension.
4
2 Hopf function asymptotics in fractal geometry
Before studying the large source asymptotics of the generating function in a quantum field
theory, it is enlightening to consider the asymptotics of the Hopf function for a simple fractal,
namely the middle third Cantor set. This set is defined by an infinite sequence of steps in
which the middle third of intervals are removed, starting with the unit interval [0, 1], as
shown in Figure 1. At the n’th step, one can define a probability density ρn(x) =
(
3
2
)n
on the remaining intervals, and ρn = 0 where segments have been removed. The measure
dµ(x) = ρn(x)dx does not have a smooth n→∞ limit of the form ρ(x)dx. Yet the n→∞
limit of the correlation functions
∫
dxxmρn(x) exists.
Figure 1: A sequence of operations removing portions of the unit interval, yielding the middle third Cantor set as n → ∞.
For each step in the sequence, one can associate a probability density ρn =
(
3
2
)n
with the remaining parts of the
interval.
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Figure 2: The squared amplitude of the Hopf function of the middle third Cantor set, ΨΨ∗(J) computed for cutoffs n = 3
and n = 9. The n = 9 result has already nearly converged to the limiting case over the domain shown, with very
small change to be observed by considering higher n, whereas the result for n=3 agrees in the smaller J region but
is negligiably small for J > 100. Despite the absence of a smooth measure in the n → ∞ limit, the Hopf function
converges to a smooth differentiable function.
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The Hopf function, defined as the Fourier transform of the measure,
Ψn(J) ≡
∫ 1
0
dxρn(x)e
iJx, (2.9)
has a smooth limit as the cutoff n is taken to ∞ at fixed J ,
lim
n→∞
Ψn(J) = Ψ(J), (2.10)
as illustrated in Figure 2. For any fixed n, Ψn(J) falls off rapidly in the large J limit.
However, this is not the case if one first takes n → ∞, as discussed in [4, 5]. For example,
one can show that Ψ(3mpil) is non-zero and independent of m for integer m and l. Upon
taking the n → ∞ limit, the Hopf function ceases to be square integrable, such that its
Fourier transform no longer converges.
Using Parseval’s theorem,∫ ∞
−∞
dJ
∣∣Ψn(J)2∣∣ = ∫ dx ρn(x)2 = (3
2
)n
. (2.11)
The fact that
∫
dx ρn(x)
2 diverges with increasing n indicates that n→ n+1 can be thought
of as a dissipative map. As n increases, the support of the measure becomes increasingly
concentrated. Consequently, the fractal dimension of the Cantor set is less than 1.
There exist several definitions of the fractal dimension, often yielding the same result.
One definition, known as the information dimension, is the coefficient of the logarithmically
divergent term in the Shannon entropy,
Dinformation = lim
→0
−∑i Pi ln(Pi)
ln()
. (2.12)
where the fractal is covered with boxes of length  and the “probability” of being found in
the box i is Pi() ≡
∫
i
dµ(X). For the middle third Cantor set, the information dimension is
easily computed by choosing the cutoff n to be a function of  such that
 =
1
3n
. (2.13)
Any larger choice for n, for a given , will yield the same Pi. One finds,
Dinformation = lim
→0
∑
i−Pi ln(Pi)
ln 
= lim
n→∞
−2n (1
2
)n
ln
(
1
2
)n
ln
(
1
3
)n = ln(2)
ln(3)
. (2.14)
Another definition of the dimension derived from the measure is based on the large J
asymptotics of Ψ(J) [4, 5]. Given the minimum value of a parameter γ such that∫ ∞
−∞
dJ
∣∣Ψ(J)2∣∣ |J |−γ , (2.15)
converges, the fractal dimension can be defined as
Df = 1− γ . (2.16)
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In the case of the middle third Cantor set,
γ = 1− ln(2)
ln(3)
. (2.17)
This was shown in [4, 5], where the equivalence of the dimension based on large J asymp-
totics and the information dimension was also shown for other Cantor sets. The definition
of dimension based on large J asymptotics can also be extended to fractals embedded in
(integer) dimensions D > 1, in which case
Df = D − γ . (2.18)
Rather than writing the cutoff measure and Hopf function as ρn,Ψn, we shall hencefor-
ward write them as ρ,Ψ, where  is the course graining, or resolution, of the embedding
space given by  = (1/3)n for the middle third Cantor set. One can then define an exponent
ν by ∫ ∞
−∞
dJ
∣∣Ψ(J)2∣∣ = ∫ dxρ(x)2 ∼ −ν , (2.19)
For the middle third Cantor set, (2.11) gives ν = 1− ln(2)
ln(3)
. Note that in this case ν = γ.
The divergence of (2.19) as → 0 is a symptom of the failure of Ψ(J) to fall off sufficiently
rapidly at large J for the integral to converge; rapid fall-off at large J only occurs for non-
zero . The rate at which (2.19) diverges as → 0 is related to a Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent.
Specifically, the quantity
α ≡ 1− ν (2.20)
is the a Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent of a continuous non-differentiable function known as the
Cantor function or Devil’s staircase,
f(x) ≡
∫ x
0
dµ(x′) = lim
→0
∫ x
0
dx′ρ(x′) . (2.21)
The Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent of a function is defined as the maximum value of α such that
the bound
|f(x+ ∆)− f(x)| ≤ C∆α (2.22)
is satisfied for some C and all x, in the limit of small ∆. The exponent may also be defined
locally (for a given x), although we shall be interested in the global version. For the Cantor
function (2.21), f(x+ ∆)− f(x) may be evaluated with a cutoff  no larger than ∆. Taking
 = ∆ yields
f(x+ ∆)− f(x) = ρ(x)|=∆ (2.23)
Therefore, the expectation value of |f(x+ ∆)− f(x)| is∫
dµ(x) |f(x+ ∆)− f(x)| =
∫
dxρ(x)(ρ(x)) = 
1−ν . (2.24)
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with  = ∆. In the small ∆ limit, the expectation value is controlled by the region of
x for which the locally defined Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent is smallest. This region in turn
determines the global exponent, so that (2.24) implies the relation (2.20).
For a general fractal, one can show that
ν ≤ D −Db (2.25)
where Db is the box counting definition of the fractal dimension. Consider a course graining
of the embedding space, such that∫
dDxρ2 = 
D
∑
i
(
Pi
D
)2
. (2.26)
where the fractal is covered by patches i of volume D, and the integral of the fractal measure
over each patch is Pi. The number N of such patches scales like 
−Db where Db defines the
box counting dimension. Subject to the constraint
∑
i Pi = 1, (2.26) is maximized for the
case in which all Pi are equal, i.e. maximum Shannon entropy, or Pi = 1/N . Therefore the
strongest possible divergence of (2.26) is given by
−DN−1 = Db−D (2.27)
implying (2.25). Provided that the box counting dimension is the same as the dimension
defined by γ, Db = Df , one has the bound
ν ≤ γ . (2.28)
It is frequently the case that this bound is saturated, as it is for the Cantor set, such that
the Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent is equal to the fractal dimension.
There are computable analogues of the exponents ν and γ for operators in Euclidean
conformal field theories with a holographic dual, discussed in sections 3 and 4. In this context,
both ν and γ are dependent on the Weyl anomaly. However as noted in the introduction,
the regularization of the measure does not have the interpretation as course graining of an
embedding space. Instead  represents a course graining of space-time. Yet the relation to
fractals is more than just an analogy, subject to an assumption that there is an induced
course graining of the embedding space of quantum fields which is a function of . There
is also an assumption that it is possible to analytically continue to large complex sources,
outside the usual domain of AdS/CFT duality. The consequences of these assumptions will
be described below.
3 The fractal hologram: a toy model
We shall now take a large leap, and assume the existence of a fractal having a holographic
description resembling AdS/CFT duality. An immediate consequence of this assumption is
a relation between the Lipshitz-Ho¨lder exponent, fractal dimension and a quantity akin to
the Weyl anomaly. Known AdS/CFT duals will be considered later, but add complexity
which we avoid here for the sake of illustration.
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In this supposed holographic description, one obtains the Hopf function Z(J) of a fractal
in an m dimensional embedding space, with J = J1 · · · Jm, from the solution of a boundary
value problem for a diffeomorphism invariant theory with fields g(r) = g1(r) · · · gN(r) and
N ≥ m. The fields gI satisfy an r → ∞ boundary condition parameterized by numbers gˆI ,
such that the leading large r behavior is,
gI(r) ∼ gˆIr−βI + · · · , (3.29)
along with some fixed initial condition at r = 0. Of the coefficients gˆI , the first m may be
regarded as sources,
gˆI = JI , I = 1, . . . ,m, (3.30)
while the rest gˆm+1 · · · gˆN are fixed, corresponding to a parameters defining a particular
fractal. The formal statement of the duality is the relation
Ψ(iJ) = Z(J) = e−Scl[g] (3.31)
where Scl[g] is the classical action for the field g(r) on the interval r = [0,∞], satisfying
the asymptotics (3.29). The Hopf function Ψ(J) is defined by the Fourier transform of the
fractal measure, whereas Z(J) is the two-sided laplace transform.
Let us further assume that the classical action diverges such that the duality is ill defined
without the introduction of a cutoff , restricting the interval to r = [0, rb] with rb =
1

.
Diffeomorphism invariance, or invariance with respect to reparameterizations of r, implies
that the classical action, viewed as a function of the endpoint rb and the endpoint boundary
conditions g(rb) = g, for some fixed initial condition, must have no explicit dependence on
the endpoint;
∂Scl(g, )
∂
= 0 . (3.32)
where the partial derivative is taken with the boundary value g fixed. Thus divergences
can only arise due to the behavior of the classical solutions g at large r. For our purposes,
logarithmic divergences are of primary interest. The regularized classical action can be
written as
Scl(g) =
1
2
ln()A(gˆ) + Γ(, gˆ) (3.33)
where gˆ is defined by the asymptotic solution (3.29) and Γ is finite as → 0, presuming that
one has already included potential power law counterterms. The term A is invariant under
the re-scaling
gˆI → gˆIλβI , (3.34)
and is analagous to the Weyl anomaly in AdS/CFT duality [16–20]. Including an explicitly
 dependent counterterm to cancel the log divergence, S[g(r)]→ S[g(r)]− 1
2
ln()A(g), the
equivalence (3.31) is replaced with a renormalized version;
Z(J) = e
−Scl(g)+ 12A(g) ln() . (3.35)
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Via arguments described in section 2, geometric properties of the fractal measure, namely
dimension and Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent, are determined from the dependence of
F(, γ) ≡
∫
dmJ
∣∣Z(J)2∣∣ |J|−γ, (3.36)
on the cutoff , as the exponent γ is varied. Strictly speaking, since Z is the two-sided
Laplace transform of the measure, the relation between the cutoff dependance of (3.36) and
fractal properties applies to the case in which the integration is over the imaginary J axes,
or to real integrations if Z is replaced with Ψ. The quantity (3.36) may be computed using
(3.35). Assuming that holographic duality can be extended to arbitrarily large complex J ,
nothing in our arguments will be sensitive to the choice of real vs imaginary axis integration.
The −ν divergence of F(, 0) is directly related to a Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent by α =
1−ν only if  corresponds to a course graining of the embedding space of the fractal. As will
be seen shortly,  is non-trivially related to the embedding space resolution δ in a holographic
construction.
Henceforward, we reserve the notation g(r) for bulk fields dual to sources, such that
gˆ = J, while the remaining bulk fields are written as G(r). For simplicity, we take the
classical fields g to have the same large r asymptotic scaling,
gI ∼ JIr−β, I = 1, . . . ,m, (3.37)
such that in the limit of small ,
dmJ = dmg
−βm + · · · . (3.38)
Then (3.35) gives
F(, 0) =
∫
dmg −βm
∣∣∣e−Scl(g,G)+ 12 ln()A(g,G)∣∣∣2 (3.39)
Note the critical fact that the boundary values g have become an integration variable,
written just as g in (3.39), such that Scl
(
g,G
)
may only contain log divergences due to
the implicit  dependence of G induced by the classical solutions. If the Weyl anomaly has
non-trivial dependence on g, the explicit log divergence of the counter-term is no longer fully
cancelled by those in Scl
(
g,G
)
. To simplify the discussion, consider the case in which A
depends solely on g. The leading small  behavior of (3.39) is then
F(, 0) ∼ −ν
ν = βm−min(A) , (3.40)
where min(A) is the minimum of the Weyl anomaly, extremized over Weyl equivalence classes
of g (or gˆ = J), with equivalence defined with respect to (3.34). The integrals over g converge
via the presumed existence of F(, 0) and of a measure which is expressible in terms of a
probability density function at non-zero .
The fractal dimension is obtained by finding the minimum positive γ such that F(, γ)
has a finite limit as → 0. Since in the limit of small ,
F(, γ) =
∫
dmg −β(m−γ)
∣∣∣e−Scl(g,G)+ 12 ln()A(g)∣∣∣2 |g|−γ
∼ −β(m−γ)+min (A) , (3.41)
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the minimum γ for which (3.41) is finite is
γ = m− min (A)
β
. (3.42)
This yields a fractal dimension differing from the embedding dimension m, and proportional
to the Weyl anomaly:
Df ≡ m− γ = min (A)
β
. (3.43)
Note that the exponents ν of (3.40) and γ of (3.42) are not equal, satisfying ν = βγ.
Recall, from the discussion of fractals in section 2, one expects ν ≤ γ if  is the resolution of
the embedding space, and that this bound is frequently saturated. Let us define
δ ≡ β , (3.44)
such that
F(, 0) ∼ δ−ν′
ν ′ = m− min(A)
β
= γ . (3.45)
Thus, if a holographic construction of a fractal exists, one expects the cutoff  to be related
to the resolution of the embedding space δ by (3.44). Indeed, such a relation arises naturally
for AdS/CFT duals discussed in the subsequent section.
Potential obstructions to an explicit construction of a holographic dual of a fractal are
described below. However, even in the absence of an explicit realization, the arguments above
suggest similarities between fractal dimension and the Weyl anomaly in known holographic
duals of conformal field theories, which will be explored in more detail in section 4.
One potential difficulty is that the scaling exponent γ is only related to fractal dimension
if Z(J) is the Fourier transform of a measure. Yet the usual formulation of holography
involves the two sided Laplace transform of a measure rather than a Fourier transform. This
poses no problem if the  dependence of F(, γ) of (3.36) is unchanged in continuing Z(J)
to Z(iJ).
Another complication lies in the application of holographic duality to arbitrarily large J .
In order to compute correlation functions, classical solutions for the bulk fields g need only
exist in a small neighborhood of the background corresponding to J = 0. The Graham-Lee
theorem [46] is an example of an argument guaranteeing the existence of unique solutions [8]
for sufficiently small variations of the boundary metric in conventional AdS/CFT duality. We
have generally assumed analyticity in the boundary value g, such that there is no obstruction
to considering large J asymptotics. A starting point for an attempt to find a holographic
description of a fractal, albeit probably too simplistic, might be an action functional of the
form
S =
∫ rb
0
dr
(
Πg · dg
dr
+ ΠG · dG
dr
− eH(g,G,Πg,ΠG)
)
(3.46)
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where H a Hamiltonian and e(r) an einbein, or Lagrange multiplier, enforcing H = 0 or
diffeomorphism invariance. So long as the number of fields g is finite, there is no obstruction
to analyticity.
Yet another difficulty in finding an explicit example is that the Hopf function of a fractal
does not generically have a simple power law scaling behavior as J →∞. As noted in section
2, there exists an infinite sequence of arbitrarily large real J for which the Hopf function
of the middle third Cantor set takes the same value. It is not clear how such structures
can be obtained from a holographic description. A crude simplification of the holographic
description suggests power law scaling. Suppose for a moment that the classical fields g all
have the same r−β scaling at large r, and let us neglect the fields G. Consider two different
values for the source and for the cutoff which satisfy Jβ = J′′β . The two associated values
of the boundary field are approximately equal, since gb = J
β+· · · ≈ g′b where the unwritten
terms are sub-leading at small  and depend on the source. Then (3.35) implies
Z(J) ≈ Z′(J′)e 12A(gˆ) ln ′ = Z′(J′)e
A(Jˆ)
2β
ln
( |J′|
|J|
)
, (3.47)
where because of the Weyl invariance of A, one can replace its argument gˆ with the unit
vector Jˆ . Taking → 0 and ′ → 0,
Z(J) ≈ Z(J′)
( |J′|
|J|
)A(Jˆ)
2β
(3.48)
consistent with the power law behavior.
Z ∼ |J|−A(Jˆ)2β . (3.49)
The bound on γ for convergence of the integral F ≡ ∫ dmJ|Z(J)|2 |J|−γ at large J is precisely
(3.42). Of course, this argument is crude because the behavior (3.48) was obtained only by
neglecting the existence of other fields G which are considered dual to fixed parameters rather
than sources. The pathology at J = 0 which arises here is a symptom of that omission.
Asymptotic behavior analogous to (3.49) can be shown explicitly when the source is
the metric tensor in a two dimensional conformal field theory. In this case the effective
gravitational action Γ[g], and therefore Z = exp(−Γ[g]), is known. The argument is very
simple and can be found in section 5. However the relation between the large J asymptotics,
the renormalization group  dependence and fractal properties is not manifest from Γ[g]
alone. These relations are better understood using arguments based on AdS/CFT duality,
discussed in the subsequent sections.
4 Asymptotics of the generating functional from
AdS/CFT duality
The simplified analysis of the previous section can be extended to the large J asymptotics of
conformal field theories with a known gravitational holographic dual. AdS/CFT duality [6–8]
relates the generating function of a conformal Yang-Mills theory in d dimensions to the
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partition function of a string theory in a space which is asymptotically AdSd+1⊗X, a direct
product of d + 1 dimensional Anti-deSitter space with a compact manifold X . A source
J coupling to a gauge invariant operator Γ in the conformal field theory is equivalent to a
boundary condition for a dual field φ in Anti-deSitter space. The AdS part of the metric
can be written in the form,
ds2(d+1) = dr
2 + gij(x, r)dx
idxj , (4.50)
with boundary value
lim
r→∞
e−2r/Lgij(x, r) = gˆij(x) (4.51)
corresponding to the metric of the conformal field theory. Henceforth, we take units such
that the radius of AdS space is L = 1. The large N , strong ’t Hooft coupling limit of the
conformal field theory generating functions can be obtained from the classical gravitational
theory in Anti-deSitter space:
Z[J ] ≡
〈
exp
(∫
ddx
√
gˆJa(x)Γa(x)
)〉
= exp
(−SclGR) , (4.52)
where SclGR is the classical action of the d+ 1 dimensional bulk theory including gravity and
other fields, with the leading large r behavior of the bulk fields φa dual to Γa is given by
φa(x, r) = Ja(x)e−βr + · · · . (4.53)
To simplify the following discussion, the only bulk fields we consider are the metric gij(x, r)
and a scalar field φ(x, r). An operator Γ in the conformal field theory dual to a scalar field
φ in AdS has conformal scaling dimension λ = d− β.
The classical action SclGR diverges if the integral over the AdS space time is taken all the
way to the boundary at r =∞. The gravitational part of the regularized action is,
Sregularized =
1
16piG
(d+1)
N
[∫
Σ
dr ddx
√
g(d+1)(R + 2Λ) +
∫
∂Σ
ddx
√
h(d)K
]
. (4.54)
where the boundary ∂Σ of the bulk space-time Σ lies at finite r = rb. For the AdS metric in
the form given by (4.50) and (4.51), the boundary is related to a short distance cutoff  in the
conformal field theory by e−rb = . The induced metric on the boundary is h(d)ij , equal to the
boundary value of gij defined by (4.50), while K is the Gibbons-Hawking-York term [47,48].
The latter is built from the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the boundary, and is necessary
for a well posed variational principle in the presence of a boundary. Divergences of the
classical action as  → 0 are proportional to covariant local functionals of the CFT metric
gˆ [16]. Remarkably, those divergences which are negative powers of  may be cancelled by
counterterms having no explicit  dependence, involving covariant local functionals of the
induced boundary metric gij(x, rb) ≡ gij(x) [18,19]. Such terms have implicit dependence on
, diverging only because of the behavior of the AdS metric at large r. For even d there may
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be additional divergences proportional to ln(), which are canceled only by the addition of
boundary counter-terms depending explicitly on . The counter-term action has the form
Scounterterm =
∫
∂Σ
ddx
√
h(d)
(
Ω− 1
2
ln()A
)
(4.55)
where Ω and A are local functions of the bulk fields and induced metric evaluated at the
boundary. The term A corresponds to the the Weyl, or conformal, anomaly [16–21].
An important feature of the regularized classical action Sclregularized, expressed as a function
of boundary data, is that it has no explicit dependence on . In a Hamiltonian formulation
of gravity used in the context of the holographic renormalization group in [14, 15], with the
metric expressed in the form (4.50), the Hamiltonian describes evolution in the r direction.
Diffeomorphism invariance implies that the on-shell Hamiltonian vanishes, such that the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation gives
∂
∂
Sclregularized[φ, g
ij
 , ] = H = 0, (4.56)
where the partial derivative is taken with the boundary fields φ and g
ij
 held fixed. However,
due to the Weyl anomaly, the renormalized classical action has explicit  dependence;
Sclrenormalized = S
cl
regularized[φ, g
ij
 ] + Scounterterm[φ, g
ij
 , ] (4.57)
It will be convenient to write the renormalized action as
Srenormalized = S˜ −
∫
∂Σ
ddx
√
h(d)
1
2
ln()A , (4.58)
where
S˜ ≡ Sregularized +
∫
∂Σ
ddx
√
h(d)Ω (4.59)
On shell, S˜ = S˜cl[φ, g
ij
 ], having no explicit  dependence but diverging logarithmically due
to the behavior of classical solutions at large r. In the following we use the equivalence
Z(J ) = e−S˜cl[φ,g
ij
 ]+
1
2
ln()A[φ,g
ij
 ]
A ≡
∫
∂Σ
ddx
√
h(d)A (4.60)
to analyze the large J asymptotics of Z.
The embedding dimension of the measure over Γ(x) in (4.52) is infinite, as there are
an infinite number of space-time points. To simplify matters, we shall apply holography to
study the large J asymptotics of
Z(J) ≡ Z[J = Jζ(x)] , (4.61)
where J is independent of x and ζ is a fixed arbitrary function of x. Z(J) is the the generating
function for the operator
O ≡
∫
ddx
√
g(d)ζ(x)Γ(x) , (4.62)
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such that the measure over O has embedding dimension 1. For finite cutoff, the measure
can be written as
dµ(O) = ρ(O)dO , (4.63)
the density ρ, with path integral definition given formally by (1.4), is the inverse Laplace
transform ∗
ρ(O) = 1
2pii
∫ +i∞
−i∞
dJ eJOZ(J) . (4.64)
Conditions for the existence of this integral are the same as that for the Fourier transform
of Z(iJI) with respect to the (real) variable JI . We presume that the sufficient condition of
square integrability with respect to JI is generically met at finite cutoff.
Motivated by the discussion in section 3, we seek the cutoff dependence of
F(, γ) ≡
∫
dJ
∣∣Z(J)2J−γ∣∣ . (4.65)
The integration over the imaginary axis has direct bearing on the geometry of the measure,
whereas one normally only considers real J in the context of AdS/CFT duality. Even though
UV counterterms render the effective action finite, such that lim→0 Z(J) is finite, ultraviolet
divergences may still persist in the integral (4.65). Analogous persistent divergences were
shown explicitly for the Hopf function of a Cantor set in section 2, and essentially the same
phenomenon is at play here. Assuming no dependence on any dimensionful parameters in
the function ζ(x) of (4.61), conformal invariance forces a divergence of (4.65), if it exists, to
have the form
F(, γ) ∼ −(d−λ)(1−γ). (4.66)
Using holographic duality we shall find this divergence, modified non-trivially in cases for
which the source contributes to the Weyl anomaly. Nothing in the holographic arguments
suggests that the exponent in the divergence is changed by taking the integration in (4.65)
over the imaginary axis, in which case the results yield information about the geometry of
the measure, in the form of a fractal dimension and Lipshitz-Ho¨lder exponent. However it
is presumed, perhaps brazenly, that holography extends to arbitrarily large complex J .
A quantity analogous to a Lipshitz-Ho¨lder exponent follows from consideration of F(, 0).
Applying holographic duality to compute Z(J) yields,
F(, 0) =
∫
dJ
∣∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl[φ, gij ] + 12 ln()A[φ, gij ]
)∣∣∣∣2 , (4.67)
with
φ ≡ φcl(x, rb), φcl(x, r) = Jζ(x)e−r(d−λ) + · · · (4.68)
gij ≡ gijcl (x, rb), gijcl (x, r) = e−2rgˆij(x) + · · · , (4.69)
e−rb =  . (4.70)
∗The inverse of the one-sided Laplace transform frequently requires an integration over the axis Re(J) = c,
for sufficiently large positive c, so as to be within the region of convergence of the Laplace transform. In the
present instance, one may take c = 0.
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Defining
ξ ≡ Jd−λ (4.71)
equation (4.67) becomes,
F(, 0) ≈
∫
dξ λ−d
∣∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl [ξζ(x), gij (x)]+ 12 ln()A [ξζ(x), gij (x)]
)∣∣∣∣2 . (4.72)
The relation is approximate due to the absence of subleading terms at small . Note that
any  dependence of (4.72) is either explicit or lies in the dependence of the classical solution
for gij on r, but does not reside in the dependence of the classical solution for φ on r. The
boundary value of the field φ, dual to the source J , is now an integration variable for which
the  dependence has been pushed into the measure dJ = dξλ−d.
We assume for the moment that the Weyl anomaly does not depend on φ, as it would
for example in a dilaton coupled CFT. Then (4.72) becomes,
F(, 0) ≈
∫
dξ λ−d
∣∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl [ξζ(x), gij (x)]+ 12 ln()A[gˆij(x)]
)∣∣∣∣2 . (4.73)
where we have replaced gij with gˆij in the argument of A due to its Weyl invariance. The
anomalous term cancels the log divergence of S˜ arising because of the dependence of gij (x)
on  induced by the classical solution, giving
F(, 0) ∼ −ν
ν = d− λ , (4.74)
One can not immediately relate the exponent ν to an analogue of a Lipshitz-Ho¨lder exponent
since  corresponds to a space-time cutoff rather than a resolution δ in an embedding space
for the field O to which the source couples. If the regularized measure over O can also be
interpreted as a course graining of the embedding space, then there is a relation between 
and δ. Comparing the weights of O and  under a Weyl transformation suggests δ ∼ d−λ,
with O assumed to be a relevant operator; d− λ > 0. Then
F(, 0) ∼ δ−ν′
ν ′ = 1 . (4.75)
If the exponents ν ′ and γ are indeed related to a Lipshitz-Ho¨lder exponent and fractal
dimension, we expect to find γ = ν ′ below. As noted above, the correspondence between
these exponents and fractal geometry is more than just an analogy, provided that the cutoff
dependence is unchanged by taking the J integration along the imaginary axis.
To compute the analogue of fractal dimension, we consider the quantity,
F(, γ) ≡
∫
dJ
∣∣Z(J)2J−γ∣∣ (4.76)
≈
∫
dξ λ−d
∣∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl [ξζ(x), gij (x)]+ 12 ln()A[gˆij(x)]
)∣∣∣∣2 |ξ|−γ −γ(λ−d) .
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As in (4.73), the anomalous term cancels the log divergence of S˜cl due to the dependence of
gij (x) on . Therefore one finds the cutoff dependence,
F(, γ) ∼ (λ−d)(1−γ) . (4.77)
The analogue of fractal dimension is obtained by finding the minimum value of the positive
parameter γ, such that(4.76) converges in the → 0 limit. Thus γ = 1 for a relevant operator
with λ < d. In light of (4.75), the bound ν ′ ≤ γ characteristic of fractals is saturated. For
a marginal operator with λ = d, γ = 0. The definition of fractal dimension based on the
exponent γ is Df = 1− γ, so that
Df = 0 : relevant
Df = 1 : marginal. (4.78)
Although integer, the fractal dimension is still non-trivial for relevant operators, being less
than the embedding dimension. Non-integer results for the fractal dimension can arise only
if the Weyl anomaly depends upon the source.
Let us therefore consider a source parameterizing a deformation of the CFT metric, such
that
gij(x, r) =
(
gˆij(x) + Jσij(x)
)
e−2r + · · · , (4.79)
where σij is symmetric. AdS/CFT duality relates the corresponding bulk partition function
to a generating function for stress tensor correlations of the CFT with metric gˆ,
Z(J) = exp
(
J
∫
ddx σij
δ
δg′ij
)
Z[g′]g′=gˆ . (4.80)
Defining
G ≡ J2 (4.81)
duality implies
F(, 0) ≡
∫
dJ |Z(J)|2 (4.82)
=
∫
dG−2
∣∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl[gij ]) + 12 ln()A[gij ]
)∣∣∣∣2 , (4.83)
where the boundary value of the metric is
gij = Gσij + gˆij2 + · · · . (4.84)
We have thus far ignored the fact that there are real J values outside a neighborhood of
J = 0 for which the boundary metric will be singular. If σij is not positive definite, then
gˆij + Jσij will only be positive definite within a strip containing J = 0: J− < J < J+. If σij
is positive definite, then one requires J > J− for some negative J−. This is consistent with
the understanding of Z(J) here as a one-sided Laplace transform, with measure restricted to
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positive O = ∫ ddx√gˆσijTij. Strictly speaking, obtaining results related to fractal properties
requires consideration of Z(J) for large imaginary J , evaluating the integral (4.82) along
an axis at constant real J (e.g Re(J) = 0), and presumably evading singularities. For
now we shall assume σij to be positive definite and, viewed as a metric itself, topologically
equivalent to gˆij. The case in which σij is non-vanishing over a subset of the CFT space-time
is interesting but will not be considered here.
To leading order in small , the large J (or large G) contribution to the integral (4.83) is,
F(, 0) ≈
∫
dG−2
∣∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl[Gσij] + 12 ln()A[Gσij]
)∣∣∣∣2
=
∫
dG−2+A[σij ]
∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl[Gσij])∣∣∣2 . (4.85)
Therefore
F(, 0) ∼ −ν
ν = 2− A[σij]. (4.86)
Let us presume existence of a relation between the space-time cutoff  and a regularization of
the measure over the field coupling to the source, O = ∫ ddx√gˆσijTij. If this regularization
can be interpreted as a course graining, or finite resolution, δ in the embedding space of O,
then comparing weights of O and  under Weyl transformation suggests a δ ∼ 2. Hence,
F(, 0) ∼ δ−ν′
ν ′ = 1− A[σ
ij]
2
(4.87)
and the analogue of the Lipshitz-Ho¨lder exponent is
α = 1− ν ′ = A[σ
ij]
2
, (4.88)
for the case A[σij] < 2, otherwise F(, 0) is finite as  → 0. For d = 2, the integrated
anomaly is purely topological, proportional to the Euler characteristic χ;
A = − c
24pi
∫ √
gR = − c
6
χ , (4.89)
where c is the central charge.
Presuming divergence of F(, 0) as → 0, one defines the analogue of fractal dimension
by obtaining the minimum positive γ such that
F(, γ) ≡
∫
dJ
∣∣Z(J)2J−γ∣∣ (4.90)
converges as → 0. AdS/CFT duality gives
F(, γ) ≈
∫
dG−2+A[σij ]+2γ
∣∣∣exp(−S˜cl(Gσij))∣∣∣2 |G|−γ (4.91)
∼ −2+A[σij ]+2γ , (4.92)
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such that
γ = 1− A[σ
ij]
2
. (4.93)
In light of (4.87), the bound ν ′ ≤ γ is saturated, consistent with a fractal interpretation.
The fractal dimension is
Df = 1− γ = A[σ
ij]
2
. (4.94)
For AdS3/CFT2,
Df = − c
12
χ =
c
6
(g − 1) , (4.95)
where g is the genus.
The expression (4.95) yields a fractal dimension, provided the constraint 0 ≤ Df ≤ 1
is satisfied. For sufficently large central charge or genus, F(, 0) is finite as  → 0 and the
dimension of the measure is the same as that of the embedding space, Df = D = 1. A
physical interpretation for the negative Df arising for genus zero, the Reimann sphere, is
unclear. This particular case is unique in that there is no choice of γ for which F(0, γ) =∫
dJ |Z2J−γ| is finite if the integration contour includes a boundary at J = 0. Although
γ = (1 − Df ) renders the integration convergent at large J , the integral diverges at J = 0
since γ > 1.
In all the arguments above, analyticity in J has been assumed such that AdS/CFT
duality can be extended to arbitrarily large complex sources. While the assumption may
appear brazen, the predicted large J asymptotics can be verified explicitly in two dimensional
conformal field theory, as shown below.
5 Large source asymptotics in two-dimensions
Consider a two dimensional conformal field theory with central charge c, fields m, metric g
and action S[m, g]. The effective gravitational action Γ[g] is defined by integrating out the
matter fields;
e−Γ[g] =
∫
Dme−S[m,g] . (5.96)
The term in the effective action giving rise to the Weyl anomaly is nonlocal [11]. However
by a suitable coordinate transformation one can write the metric gij in the conformal gauge,
gij(x) = hij(x)e
2φ(x) (5.97)
for some fixed choice of the metric hij. The effective action then has the form [49];
Γ[g] = Γ˜[h] +
c
48pi
∫
d2x
√
h
(
1
2
hµν∂µφ∂νφ+ φR
)
(5.98)
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where the second term, containing all information about the Weyl anomaly, is now local.
Suppose there is a source corresponding to a deformation of the inverse metric,
gij(x)→ gij(x) + Jσij(x) . (5.99)
At large J , (5.97) implies φ(~x) ≈ −1
2
ln(J) giving
Z(J) = e−Γ(g) ∼ J c96pi
∫
d2x
√
g˜R˜ = J
c
24
χ . (5.100)
Consequently, the minimum choice of γ such that the integral
F(0, γ) =
∫
dJ |Z(J)2J−γ| (5.101)
converges at large J is
γ = 1 +
c
12
χ , (5.102)
consistent with the result (4.93) of the previous section. Note that it is important in these
arguments that (5.98) is not the Liouville action, lacking a cosmological constant term µe2φ
which would alter the asymptotic behavior.
6 Information dimension and entropy
The relation between the Weyl anomaly and fractal dimension resembles known results
relating the Weyl anomaly to terms in the entanglement entropy which are logarithmically
divergent as  → 0 [23–34]. One definition of fractal dimension, known as the information
dimension, is the coefficient of a logarithmically divergent term in the Shannon entropy,
Dinformation = lim
δ→0
−∑i Pi ln(Pi)
ln(δ)
, (6.103)
where the fractal is covered with boxes of length δ in an embedding space {X}, and the
“probability” of being found in the box i is Pi ≡
∫
i
dµ(X). It is often the case that inequiva-
lent definitions of fractal dimension yield the same result, so that the a dimension determined
from large J asymptotics could be equivalent to the information dimension. Assuming this
to be the case, the arguments in the previous section suggest that the log divergence of the
Shannon entropy for a measure over a field O in a conformal field theory is proportional to
the Weyl anomaly.
Unlike the Shannon entropy, the entanglement entropy has divergences which are worse
than logarithmic for theories in dimension greater than two, although these are non-universal,
depending on the renormalization scheme. For an even dimensional conformal field theory,
the entanglement entropy across a surface Σ has the form,
Sentanglement(Σ) = Snonuniversal + a ln() + finite. (6.104)
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where the universal term a is obtained from the Weyl anomaly, and has been argued to satisfy
a c-theorem, behaving monotonically under renormalization group flow [37–45]. The infor-
mation dimension of the path integral measure, or coefficient of the logarithmic divergence of
the Shannon entropy, may be quite similar to the logarithmic divergence of the entanglement
entropy, in that both are derived from the Weyl anomaly. It seem physically reasonable that
the information dimension should decrease monotonically under renormalization group flow.
For odd dimensional space-times with no Weyl anomaly, there is no logarithmic diver-
gence in the entanglement entropy. The only universal term in this case is finite, and has
been proposed as a candidate quantity for a c-theorem [41–44]. In the case of the Shannon
entropy and information dimension discussed above, we would seem to be presented with
a similar conundrum regarding odd dimensions. One would apparently conclude, based on
the absence of a Weyl anomaly, that the information dimension is integer for odd space-time
dimension.
7 Conclusions
We have argued that the Weyl anomaly in conformal field theory is a close cousin of fractal
dimensionality. The argument is based on a computation of the large source asymptotics of
the generating functional in conformal field theories admitting a holographic dual. Subject
to certain assumptions regarding analytic continuation to arbitrarily large complex sources,
the relation between the Weyl anomaly and the fractal dimension is more than just an
analogy. The analogues of the Lipschitz-Ho¨lder exponent and fractal dimension computed
using holographic duality are equal, saturating an inequality known to hold for fractals. Just
as the Weyl anomaly relates to logarithmic ultraviolet divergences in entanglement entropy,
it is apparently also related to similiar divergences in the Shannon entropy of the path
integral measure. The coefficient of the latter divergence is the fractal dimension known
as the information dimension. The notion that c-theorems can be related to monotonic
behavior of information dimension under renormalization group flow is intriguing. Equally
interesting is the possibility that some known fractals may have a holographic representation
in terms of a gravity-like theory.
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